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Minister’s Letter
Dear friends

and
his
shapeless
hat
and duffel coat
have
become
part
of
our
cultural
language.
His
cultural
endurance
is
more
than
matched
by
another well-known bear: the one
who lives in the Hundred Acre Wood
and has a fondness for ‘HUNNY’ and
a fear of Heffalumps. Other much
loved characters from children’s
literature and television have also
endured.

I remember one of the first books I
was given at primary school:
Paddington at Large by Michael
Bond. I read and re-read the
adventures of the small, wellintentioned,
but
accident-prone,
bear from ‘darkest Peru’, until, in
the words of the online book trade,
my copy began to show ‘distinct
signs of wear’. Much later there was
the Ivor Wood animated TV series,
narrated memorably by Michael
Hordern.
Paddington’s
penchant
marmalade
sandwiches,
particularly effective ‘hard

for
his
stare’,
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However, these cultural icons of
childhood often exist in our minds in
a hazy warm glow of nostalgia. It is
only when they come into focus
again that we sense aspects of the
power of the story that we have not
retained in our own memories or
that we find heightened by
a new presentation or
emphasis.

refugee child on a Kindertransport.
Paddington also encounters a new
character: a villainous taxidermist,
who intends to add the bear (ursus
marmalada) to her collection. She
represents a harsher attitude to the
incomer: Allow one bear to live in
the street, she says, and
‘soon they’re crawling all
over the place’.3 It seems
obvious that the filmmakers,
like
the
author,
are
challenging us again to live
up to our faded reputation
as
a
hospitable
and
welcoming place to the
migrant and the refugee.
The film injects a positive
note, as well: ‘In London
nobody’s alike.” says Paddington.
‘Which means that everyone fits in.’4

Paddington has come into
sharper
focus
for
me
through the recent film
adaptation, helping me to
see Paddington as parable.
Here is Paddington the
migrant,
his
home
destroyed
by
an
earthquake, looking for a
new home in an imagined British
culture of decency and civility. This
he finds is largely non-existent
(‘hardly anyone wears a hat or says
hello’),1 but he eventually finds a
home with the initially reluctant Mr
and Mrs Brown and family.

President Barack Obama, in a recent
speech
on
his
controversial
executive action on immigration
reform in the US, referred to one of
the repeated injunctions in the book
of Exodus. He said: ‘Scripture tells
us that we shall not oppress a
stranger, for we know the heart of a
stranger—we were strangers once,
too.’5 (See Exodus 23:9 and 22:21.)
In the midst of debates on border
control and immigration reform in
our own country, we should be
careful that we do not lose the heart
and direction of that ancient, biblical
injunction. It is not wrong to debate
these issues, or that governments
should address abuses, but as
Christians we should also be
prepared to stand up for the rights
of those who so easily can be

In the film, Paddington shares
elevenses with a familiar figure from
the book: Mr Gruber, the refugee
antique dealer. Gruber, according to
Michael Bond, was ‘based on my
first agent, a lovely man, a German
Jew, who was in line to be the
youngest judge in Germany, when
he was warned his name was on a
list, so he got out and came to
England with just a suitcase and £25
to his name.’2 It’s obvious that
Paddington himself echoes that
experience: a bear with only a
suitcase and a label attached to him,
like the labels of child evacuees or a
1
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marginalised
and oppressed. I
remember one speaker at a recent
General Assembly describing the
UK’s treatment of asylum seekers as
mean, ungracious and humiliating.
Is that how we want our society to
be known?

again in the Scriptures of the birth
of a Saviour, who is Messiah, the
Lord. These familiar accounts also
can exist in our minds in a hazy
warm glow of childhood nostalgia.
Yet the events of Jesus’ life and their
significance are meant to make the
heart and purpose of God known to
us in fresh, compelling, life-changing
ways. Let’s pray that these truths
will come into sharper focus for us
and for others who encounter them
this Christmas.

It is interesting to note that Exodus
is itself up for cinematic treatment in
Ridley Scott’s new film, released
near the end of this month, Exodus:
Gods and Kings. I wonder what
patterns and issues that new
treatment, if it is thoughtful, will
bring freshly into focus.

May you be blessed this Christmas.
John

In the meantime, we will be reading

Friday 2 January
7pm in the church
Tickets from John
(£5 suggested):
minister@craigmillarpark.org
or 667 1623

African Children’s Choir Concert
Lunch Club
The Lunch Club committee met and decided to
increase the cost of lunch to £3.50. However,
when the members were approached they
wished to pay £4.00. This was accepted. The
committee would like to thank members for
their generous offer. Our numbers have
increased which is good.
We have our Christmas lunch with the Guild on Tuesday 16 December and we
hope you will all come along.
Flora Paton
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Blythswood Care Shoebox Appeal 2014
Last year, I wrote this in Prism: “In
order to clear the average of over
5,000 shoeboxes as in the past few
years we would need to sort over
1,000 per day, every day; we would
need to receive 1,500 shoeboxes
every second day; we would need to
store the finished cartons in the hall
corridor, in the church vestibule and
perhaps also in the chapel; but it
could be done.” In fact, it was done
but it was a tough week; and as a
consequence I decided to go back to
a 2-week plan. A further reason

was greater than the only other year
(2010) when we exceeded 7,000, in
ten days of sorting, and the
workload achieved per shift was
even greater than last year when we
also ran an evening session.
In
short, we were more than 20%
more productive this year, so well
done everyone. We also received
£12,800 in donations, another
record, all of which was counted by
Sheena, so thank you, Sheena.

was due to a change in legislation
about driving goods vehicles on a
car licence so that Blythswood's
drivers would be using smaller vans.

smaller vans helped because they
could load and unload from the
church front doors – there was no
running up and down the hall
pathway with big black tubs of
boxes – and the completed cartons
could be stored in the church
vestibule, which kept the corridors

I think there are a few reasons why
we did so well: unexpectedly, the

The result of these changes was that
we sorted a total of 7,094
shoeboxes in 7 days. Yet again, it
was a record achievement: the total
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clear and saved time when loading
the vans. Deliveries and collection
were made every day which made
for easier and faster handling of the
smaller loads. Numbers of helpers
were also more than I had expected
and certainly more than had advised
me they were coming; people just
kept appearing every day and, most
having sorted before, got on with
the sorting.

to them both.
As another unintended consequence
I had the time to sort some
shoeboxes myself, perhaps only a
dozen or so, and I noticed that the
fillers and bulk items in the middle
of the hall still just appear from
nowhere, so thank you, Molly. I
don't want anyone to feel that they
have been missed for special
mention and so I normally avoid
picking out anyone; but the few
noted above have made my job very
much easier. This congregation is
still the foundation of the work we
do for Blythswood Care, so thank
you, Craigmillar Park.

Then there was a major difference
for me personally. Much of my time
is usually spent handling the large
packed cartons but unfortunately
age and wear have taken their toll
on my back and I can no longer
cope with the physical strain. Mark
Wong had said he would help a bit
with this, and perhaps also his sons;
instead Mark and his son, Chris,
worked throughout, every shift,
every day; thus I did less heavy
work this record year than I have
ever done, so a very big thank you

Please check our website for other
snippets of information about the
Shoebox Appeal and put the dates
for next year into your diaries: 9–20
November 2015.
Norman Weibye

Milk Bottle Tops
We have learned that the people in Galashiels who eventually receive our
washed plastic bottle tops only want MILK BOTTLE TOPS and only those with a
2 or a 4 in the triangle - no 02 or 04 required.
The tops are sorted at St Peter's Church before being sold on to CK Polymers
at St Boswell's where they are melted down and made into small plastic chips
which make the outer casing for fibre optic cables. The firm pays £200 a ton.
Initially the money was raised for the new Margaret Kerr Unit, a palliative care
facility at the Borders General Hospital. Now that it is up and running the
money is helping various palliative care services in the Borders community.
Thank you to all who leave bottle tops in the box at the back of our church.
Molly Longmuir
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Christmas in the Poor House
When good King Wenceslas looked
out he saw a poor man gathering
sticks for a fire. But there wasn’t
much to cook on it. And, as we
know, the king took pity on the poor
man and brought him meat and wine
and pine-logs from his castle. It’s a
magical tale of human kindness on a
snowy winter’s day and we still sing
about it at Christmas time.
I was surprised to learn that
Wenceslas wasn’t a king at all. He
was the son of a duke in Bohemia
and was murdered by his wicked
brother Boleslav.
But Wenceslas
was such a kind and good man that
the Holy Roman Emperor declared
him king after his death in 935AD
and his skull sits, to this day, in a
shrine in St Vitus Cathedral in
Prague. The story might have been
lost to us had it not been for a
Victorian poet, John Mason Neale,
who wrote the carol we know so well
and published it in 1853, using the
tune of an old Finnish folk song.

fence.”
The shocking fact is that half of
those living in poverty are in work.
It’s just that they cannot earn
enough to live on, either because
they can only find part time jobs or
they are not paid a living wage. Like
King Wenceslas, we should all feel
guilty about this state of affairs. The
Church of Scotland has been urging
the UK government to raise the legal
minimum wage of £6.50 an hour to
the living wage of £7.85 an hour,
but so far without success.
It’s
disappointing that even the Kirk’s
own CrossReach care services are
not always paying the living wage.

The appeal of the carol is that it
reflects a deep yearning in all of us
to be kind and have sympathy with
our fellow human beings. We don’t
have to be a king to feel this. King
Wenceslas is only a symbol. In our
more democratic age we know he
represents us all, or at least our
better selves. Which is why it’s
surprising that we have 820,000
Scots living below the poverty line
(16 per cent of us), or, as the carol
puts it, living “a good league
hence...right against the forest

As someone working in a food bank
in Edinburgh told me recently – it
cannot be right that someone in
work, or willing to work, has to draw
state benefits in order to live a
decent life. The poor man in the
Wenceslas story deserves a better
deal, not just an occasional hand-out
of meat, wine and pine-logs.
John Knox

Photo from http://salvationist.ca/2010/12/how-good-was-king-wenceslas/
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Edinburgh Direct Aid – thanks & update
With
all
participants
having
recovered from their loss of a night’s
sleep, and having suffered no
evident repetitive strain injuries, I
can report that at the last count the
Edinburgh Direct Aid sponsored
knitting for 24 hours on 15-16
November has raised £5,217. Once
a few more late payments and Gift
Aid are added, this should amount
to over £6,000 for the outreach
service for disabled children in
Bosnia and to hire another container
for winter supplies for Syrian
refugees in Lebanon.

Norman, Mark, and the rest of the
team were extremely helpful in
facilitating this.
So all in all, Edinburgh Direct Aid is
doubly grateful to the Craigmillar
Park Church congregation.
In the next few weeks EDA will be
busy packing up their shoeboxes
(still needing a few more empty
boxes),
and
accumulating
a
collection
of
winter
clothes
(especially coats) and winter boots
(especially wellies) to send to the
Syrian refugee camps facing another
winter in plastic tents in the Bekaa
valley. If anyone has any items
available for this, please let me
know (tel 477 2430); I can collect
them and take them down to the
warehouse.

The support of many church
members for this fundraising event
was compounded by Blythswood
Care’s generosity in transporting all
surplus supplies from their Shoebox
Appeal for the Ukraine from the
church down to EDA’s warehouse in
Granton, for use in the EDA shoebox
collection for Bosnian children.

Many thanks again,
Ann Thanisch

"Objects of Desire"
The National Trust magazine often
has an Object of Desire from their
properties, usually a painting or
valuable piece of china etc. We
thought the tub in the picture was
one such object from our church.
The tubs were the inspiration of
Norman Weibye who saw them in a
high-grade shop in George Street
and they have been a great
success being used during the
Shoebox Appeal.
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Some Thoughts about the Nativity Story
Was Mary an unmarried mother?

Matthew: A contextual approach to
Bible Study).

Mary is so often referred to as an
unmarried mother and I wonder
why. Is it a convention that suits us
emphasising
Jesus’
lowly
background?

So, when Mary became pregnant
there was no public disgrace; the
only one who was certain he was not
the father of Mary’s baby was
Joseph himself. There is nothing in
Scripture to suggest that Jesus was
thought to be a bastard, or
illegitimate in our terms.
By the time the baby was
due,
the
marriage
arrangement had been
completed and they went
to Bethlehem together.

Luke tells us she was contracted in
marriage to Joseph, a descendant of
King David. The marriage contract
had been signed; she
was his wife and if he
died
she
would
be
treated as a widow. As
in many cultures there
was then an interval
before the Bridegroom
came to collect the Bride
with
much
rejoicing.
Such an interval would
allow both families time
to prepare for the new
home and family. The
Bridegroom’s family, to make sure
there was a room or house furnished
ready for the husband to bring his
wife. The Bride’s family would be
gathering the dowry and belongings
for homemaking and both families
preparing the couple for their new
responsibilities according to custom.
But they were legally married and in
some localities it was not unknown
for them to have consummated the
marriage before they formally set up
home together. Dr Bill Domeris
wrote that once the first stage of the
marriage
contract
had
been
completed ‘in Galilee the marriage
could
then
be
sexually
consummated, but in Judea this was
not so.’
(Domeris, W., 1987,

And what great timing!
Mary was not alone or
disgraced, yet her baby
was arriving before she
and Joseph had started
their own family. And
Joseph
too
had
his
revelation from God and the
reassurance that God was at the
centre and protecting his little
family!
Was there an inn with a stable?
Joseph and Mary were part of an
extended
family,
with
many
relatives in Bethlehem. Surely they
would have been most put out if
Joseph avoided them for this family
occasion? I understand there were
no inns or hostelries – if there were,
they were probably full of soldiers
and traders. I think the houses were
similar to many found in Europe
where the animals were housed on
the ground floor for safety and
warmth, while the family lived above
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and in winter were warmed by the
presence of the animals below.
Apparently larger homes sometimes
had a separate room which could be
a guest room but mostly there was
just one room where everyone slept.
It has been suggested that the
downstairs rooms included a room
for animals and another to store
fodder and animal food. The wall
between had a hole large enough to
form a manger. Many of the
relatives would have been arriving,
like Joseph and Mary, so no surprise
if the guest room was full.

is wrapped up
and laid in the
manger. There
would
be
women there to
assist and no
doubt
pass
news to those
upstairs – lots
of excitement and support for
Joseph as well as Mary and Jesus.
Mary’s
pregnancy
was
an
extraordinary gift from God, but the
birth was a normal family event and
I think the birth was normal without
complications. There were perhaps
some
rumours
around
those
unexpected visitors who turned up
afterwards!
Jean Walker

Mary, in strong labour, would not be
made to climb stairs and join the
crowd. Instead she is made as
comfortable as possible on the straw
and when her baby is delivered, he

After the service on 2 November, the congregation enjoyed a soup lunch and
talk by Julie Read about her expedition to Peru to walk the Inca Trail in aid of
Marie Curie. Julie showed photographs and recalled the amazing sights, steep
paths and great hospitality they received along the way.
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Exhibition of Nativities
As has become normal, there will be an exhibition of nativity scenes in the
Church over the Christmas period. Some will be on display in the windows
from early December but the whole collection will be on show to the public on
Saturday and Sunday 20 and 21 December, from 2-4pm each day. Entry to
the exhibition is free but donations are welcomed and will be
sent this year to Tearfund Scotland's Syria Appeal which is providing refugee
families with essential supplies, and supporting children who suffer from
trauma with education and art therapy.
There are some new sets this year so if it’s a while since you last visited the
exhibition why not come along, and bring a friend or neighbour? There will be
a children’s activity table and refreshments will be served. Offers of help
during the two afternoons would also be appreciated.
Pauline Weibye

Life and Work
Life and Work is the Church of Scotland’s editorially
independent magazine and has been in existence for
135 years. A subscription for 2015 is available for
£21.36. Speak to Christopher McLeod for information.
Articles in the December issue include:
A Life-Changing Moment—ten years on from the
devastating Boxing Day Tsunami, the minister in
Sri Lanka a the time, reflects on its impact
‘God-shaped, Angelic and Revolutionary’—a fresh
look at Christmas, with a focus on women, angels
and revolution
A New Island Church—John R Hume focuses on a new church which will
carry forward the stones of faith in Orkney
A Silent Place—the Rev Professor David Fergusson reflects on the need for
contemplation within the busyness of daily lives

World Day of Prayer
The World Day of Prayer this year will be on 6 March at
2.30pm in the Canongate Church. The theme this year is
Jesus said to them, “Do you know what I have done to
you?” (John 13: 1-17) and the service was written by the
Christian women of the Bahamas. There will also be two Bible
studies held at the Church Offices, 121 George Street, at 10.30am on Fridays
13 and 27 February.
Isobel Smith
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A Prayer
written by John Bell
Because in this season
we read the stories which tell us
that you have done it before;
because we - in different ways still deal with hope and disappointment,
faith and fear,
GOD, SEND US AN ANGEL,
OR GIVE US A DREAM
When the world wearies us,
when we seem to walk on a treadmill
but really need to dance on a trampoline,
GOD, SEND US AN ANGEL,
OR GIVE US A DREAM
When life seems to throw at us
the opposite of what we want;
when we find ourselves asking
how will I cope?
How will they manage?
GOD, SEND US AN ANGEL,
OR GIVE US A DREAM
When we cannot see beyond
the hurdles in our way;
and the past seems a safer place
than the future
GOD, SEND US AN ANGEL,
OR GIVE US A DREAM
Even as it jolts us,
pushes us in a direction we’ve never travelled before,
opens us up to unusual thoughts and strange adventures,
GOD, SEND US AN ANGEL,
OR GIVE US A DREAM
Then, with Elizabeth and Zechariah
and Joseph and Mary,
and shepherds in the fields
who all had to deal with the unexpected,
we will bless you, God,
for all your messages
and all your messengers of good and different news.
© John L Bell 2013WGRG, Iona Community, Glasgow G2 3DH, Scotland
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Dates For Your Diary
December
Sun 7 at 10.30am – Holy Communion Second Sunday in Advent
Tue 9 at 2.15pm – The Guild meets in the hall Keeping Warm in Winter
Sun 14 at 10.30am – Morning Worship Third Sunday in Advent
Tue 16 at 12.30pm – The Guild Christmas Lunch with the
Lunch Club
Sat 20 from 2 to 4pm – Nativity Scenes Exhibition* in
the church
Sun 21 at 10.30am – Lessons and Carols with St Margaret’s Singers
(and after at St Margaret’s Care Home)
Sun 21 from 2 to 4pm – Nativity Scenes Exhibition* in the church
Wed 24 at 11.30pm – Candlelit Watchnight Service* Carols from 11.15
Thu 25 at 10.30am – Christmas Morning Service*
Sun 28 at 10.30am – Morning Worship First Sunday in Christmas
At events marked * we are inviting gifts to Tearfund
Scotland’s Syria Appeal, Charity SC037624.

January
Thu 1 after 5pm – African Children’s Choir arrive
If you’d like to host 2 or 3 choir members and a chaperone in your home from
1 Jan (evening) to 3 Jan (daytime), please contact Julia Yarker on 0131 664
7302. A meal will be provided for the choir in the church hall on 1 Jan.
Fri 2 at 7pm – African Children’s Choir in a lively concert in the church
Tickets from: minister@craigmillarpark.org or 0131 667 1623 or from John
Urquhart, 14 Hallhead Rd, EDINBURGH EH16 5QJ.
Suggested donation: Adult: £5; Child: £3. Cheques to: ‘Music for
Life’ (Charity 1090556); Freewill offering also at concert.
More about the choir at: www.africanchildrenschoir.org.uk
Sat 3 – African Children’s Choir leave
Sun 4 at 10.30am – Morning Worship
Sun 11 at 10.30am – Morning Worship
Thu 15 at 7.30pm – The Kirk Session meets in the Session Room
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Sun 18 at 10.30am – Morning Worship Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
begins
Sun 25 at 10.30am – Morning Worship Week of Prayer for Christian Unity
ends

February
Sun 1 at 10.30am – Morning Worship with Holy Communion afterwards
Wed 4 at 7.30pm – NCT Praying Together City of Edinburgh Methodists
Sun 8 at 10.30am – Morning Worship

Coming up at Stewart House Men’s Club…
December
5th—Edinburgh Life, Peter Bourhill
12th—The Green Man, Dave Gavin
19th—Christmas Party—Buffet and Music
26th—No meeting—Christmas Weekend
January
2nd—No meeting—New Year
9th—Quiz Day
16th—Growing Up on the Other Side of the Fence, Renate Butler
23rd—Glorious Greenland, Duncan Currie
30th—Taiwan, Madeleine Thomas
Fridays at 10.15am in the Church Hall. Coffee £1.50. Visitors welcome.

Congregational Register
Transference to Murrayfield Church:
Mr Ian and Mrs Ann Scott, Saughtonhall Drive, Edinburgh EH12 5TL
Change of address:
Mrs Heather Hume, to 16 Old Dalmore Terrace, Auchendinny, Penicuik
EH26 0QD
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Christmas
Crossword
with a
Religious Theme
by Roger Paton

Answers on page 16
Across

Down

7 Circa 1200 B.C. this land was
divided among the twelve
tribes (6)
8 Season before Christmas is a bit of
an adventure (6)
9 Before or preceding (4)
10 One of 3 young men to be found
in the Book of Daniel (8)
12 Chancellor hides in part of a
church (7)
14 Found in the manger, not warts!
(5)
16 Shepherds watched them by
night (5)
17 7 good ones are usually followed
by 7 poor ones (7)
19 Praise ye the Lord (8)
20 Goat recycled to make an old
cloak (4)
22 Imagine ( not I ) - this is a real
puzzle (6)
24 Relied on German songs (6)

1 & 3 Fighting siblings, sons of Adam
and Eve (4,3,4)
2 A celebrant found in a temporary
place of worship (10)
3 See 1 Down
4 Cable wound around one of twelve
spies sent by Moses into 7
Across (5)
5 Latin abbreviation for "God
willing" (2)
6 Transposition of letters - a solver's
nightmare! (8)
11 Ta , is invite to Christmas plays (10)
13 And holly won't be found in this
Biblical area (4,4)
15 An allegory is partly comparable (7)
18 He is believed to have betrayed
Jesus for 30 pieces of silver (5)
21 Type of Indian butter (4)
23 American soldier (slang) (2)
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Duties
7th December is Communion
14th Dec – Convener: Christopher McLeod (667 1475)
Colin Aitken, Ian Breadon, Renate Butler, David Cargill, Kathleen Cockerell,
John Kelly
21st & 28th December – Convener: Jim McNab (667 3408)
Betty Laing, Harry Laing, Sandra Lamb, Julie Read, Katy Ruggeri, Christine
Thomson
4th & 11th January – Convener: Roger Paton (664 2877)
Flora Paton, Miriam Weibye, Norman Weibye, Pauline Weibye, Seonaid Wilson,
Julia Yarker
18th & 25th January – Convener: Isobel Smith
Colin Aitken, Ian Breadon, Renate Butler, David Cargill, Kathleen Cockerell,
John Kelly
1st & 8th February – Convener: Sheena Stenhouse (667 4520)
Betty Laing, Harry Laing, Sandra Lamb, Julie Read, Katy Ruggeri, Christine
Thomson

Reader

Sound

Church Officer

Dec 2014
7th

John Kelly

Danny McQueen

Norman Weibye

14th

Gordon Braidwood

Norman Weibye

Ian Breadon

21st

Norman Weibye

Christopher McLeod

Julia Yarker

28th

Sandra Lamb

John Kelly

Roger Paton

4th

Pauline Weibye

David Topping

Roger Paton

11th

Astrid Gracie

Danny McQueen

Norman Weibye

18th

Roger Paton

Norman Weibye

Ian Breadon

25th

Colin Aitken

Christopher McLeod

Julia Yarker

1st

Ruth Longmuir

John Kelly

Norman Weibye

8th

Julie Read

David Topping

Roger Paton

Jan 2015

Feb 2015
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The deadline for items for the next edition of Prism is
Sunday 18 January. Please send items to Ruth by email—
prism@craigmillarpark.org or speak to her on 07754 952 297

Who’s Who at Craigmillar Park Church
Minister

Rev John Urquhart

14 Hallhead Road, 0131 667 1623
minister@craigmillarpark.org

Session Clerk

Pauline Weibye

0131 668 3545
session@craigmillarpark.org

Treasurer & Depute
Session Clerk

Christopher McLeod

0131 667 1475
treasurer@craigmillarpark.org

Roll Keeper

Roger Paton

0131 664 2877
rollkeeper@craigmillarpark.org

Chairman
Congregational Board

John Kelly

0131 663 2428
board@craigmillarpark.org

Caring Service

Christine Thomson

0131 667 5145

Organist

Edward Cuthbert

organist@craigmillarpark.org

Prism Editor

Ruth Longmuir

07754 952 297
prism@craigmillarpark.org

Hall Letting

Norman Weibye

0131 668 3545
lettings@craigmillarpark.org

Church Website

www.craigmillarpark.org

webmaster@craigmillarpark.org

CROSSWORD ANSWERS
Clues Across: (7) Canaan, (8) Advent, (9) Ante, (10) Abednego,
(12) Chancel, (14) Straw, (16) Flock, (17) Harvest, (19) Alleluia,
(20) Toga, (22) Enigma, (24) Lieder
Clues Down: (1) & (3) Cain and Abel, (2) Tabernacle, (3) See 1 Down,
(4) Caleb, (5) D.V., (6) Anagrams, (11) Nativities, (13) Holy Land,
(15) Parable, (18) Judas, (21) Ghee, (23) G.I.

CPC is a registered Scottish charity, Scottish Charity No: SC 017061
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